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Category Solutions for Retail:
Drive retail sales growth with
customer-centric assortment

Category Solutions assesses transferable demand and 
walk rates for each item in a category, identifies which 
products contribute to revenue goals, and predicts 
how portfolio changes will affect overall sales.



Get started
To learn more about our suite of  
retail category solutions, contact  
us at contact@periscope-solutions.com  
or visit www.mckinsey.com/periscope
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Category Solutions helps retailers 
use shopper behavior data, market 
insights, and store logistics to 
improve category assortment 
across stores and digital channels.

20% of shoppers leave a store without finding at 
least one item. Why? Either the store didn’t carry the 
product, the shopper couldn’t find it, or it wasn’t in 
stock. The same problem exists for online shopping: 
customers leave a site when they can’t find a product 
or the buying experience isn’t compelling.

Retailers can capture these missed opportunities by 
optimizing their product mix and providing relevant 
recommendations at the right time. However, these 
initiatives require a sophisticated view of their 
customers’ needs and preferences, which vary 
across channels and store clusters.

Category Solutions solves this problem by helping 
retailers develop effective assortment strategies 
based on buyer behavior data. The platform uses 
prescriptive analytics and detailed customers 
decision trees to determine transferable demand 
and walk rates for each item. We identify products 
that contribute to incremental revenue, and predict 
how brand or private label additions will affect 
overall sales.

Periscope helps retailers in both their online and 
offline efforts:

Offline
We leverage local market data, store inventory 
information, and POS data to make display and 
assortment decisions at the region and store level.

Online
We scrape the web to determine how consumers 
view each product category, which high-performing 
products to promote, and which product mix and 
recommendations lead to cross-sales.

Why Category Solutions?
World-class technology
Category Solutions embeds world-leading 
intellectual property and McKinsey know-how in a 
single platform that allows category managers to test 
product mix and assortment for each individual store 
and online channel.

Proprietary methodology
Our tools gather POS and loyalty card data to 
analyze real-world shopper behavior. By providing 
actual customer decision trees, next-product-
tobuy analysis, and cross-shopping charts, our 
platform helps retailers shape strategies around how 
customers actually interact with products.

Long-term capability-building
Our experts work with retailers to develop 
capabilities that address future category challenges. 
By hosting in-person workshops and technology-
based training sessions, we ensure your team 
understands the methodology behind each strategy 
you implement.

7% 
Sales lift

Retail Category Solutions  
by the numbers:

2-4% 
Category growth

30:1 
Typical investment payback
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